Everyone may be joyous!

*KOCH JOHANNES, NABU & THE ASTROLABE*

* A story of Assyriology and stars from
'behind the curtain' of modern science *
*(The Argument on the Age of the Astrolabe in N.A.B.U. 2010.2 and 3. )*

Part III & last.
*******
JOHANNES KOCH, THE ‘QUEREINSTEIGER’
Eulogy of Koch.
Damnation of the suppressors of science.
And …..
The Prophetic Words of Werner Papke !
*******
As told by Rumen K. Kolev, the 14th-15th of Simanu, 2011 (17th of June).
This final and most important of all parts, Part III, was written after the full eclipse of the
Moon on the 13th of Simanu that I observed at Varna around midnight Simanu 13. The Moon
was eclipsed in The sting of the Scorpio, entered from left down, went out from right center.

*******
WARNING: This is a story as told on the market by a story-teller. A hat waiting
for donations is in the center of the circle. Anyone who stops by to hear the story
may be asked for a contribution. copyright: The StoryTeller
*******

As I told you, it was 2 days ago when I sent to Johannes Koch all that I sent to you- the first and
second part of the story on him and the Astrolabe. I also sent to him again my answer to his
second article in N.A.B.U. 2010.3. (all can be downloaded at www.babylonianastrology.com)
In a personal appeal to his scholarly ethics I demanded that he personally contacts the
N.A.B.U. editors and demand from them to publish my second article!
Earlier I threw at him the truth:
“ It seems that the editors of N.A.B.U. hide from me and de facto refuse
to publish my answer to your second article !
I hope that this is not the type of scholarly discussion you want to see !!!

“

Then I decided to wait for his answer.
Koch usually answers me in 1 to 3 days after I write to him.
But what was my surprise when the next morning I saw his answer waiting in the emailbox!
So quick!
Alas ! Alas! It was an email from his son Robert Koch!
Dr. Koch, Johannes Koch, the old old scholar, the guy who was sincere, that peculiar and
curious character, was no more among us, no more among the living on this Earth!
Dr. Koch has passed away!
May he depart for towards the heavens of light with God’s Mercy!
JOHANNES KOCH THE ‘QUEREINSTEIGER’
WHO ENTERS BY THE SIDE‐DOOR
Indeed, by strange coincidence, the old fellow was in his last days when I was writing the story
on him !
I will miss him since he was no stranger to me.
He had the sincerity to publish his thoughts on my research on the Astrolabe.
He expressed freely his thoughts in front of VAST Assyriological academia.
He answered immediately my emails and as frank as he could!
Koch was a real scholar by heart (if even mis‐led sometimes by his intellect).
Koch did not have the stupid pride of the ‘caste’ nor that still more damnanda pride of the
‘learned men’. Koch was like me, as he once told me‐ a ‘QuerEinsteiger’!, which means in

German ‘those who get somewhere not by the front door nor by the back, but by the side !’.
Translated this meant that he, Koch Johannes did not have any formal education directly
connected with his scholarly work in Babylonian Astronomy and Astrology. I still do not know
his formal education but it should be outside Assyriology and Astronomy.
Once I asked him on what he did during WW2.
I wanted to know whether he fought in the German army and where? Stalingrad ? Or was he
occupation in France ? Or a clerk job in Germany ?
There was no answer.
Koch was sincere scholar by heart!
But woe to these who claim to be ‘scholars’, yet who suppress science and hide scientific facts.
‘-Are there such scholars now in 2011 ?!’- you may ask with disbelief.
I was not less shocked at what followed !
Because, today, 17th of June when I woke up I found a letter from professor Durand !!!

It was like the previous time. I got response by the editors in N.A.B.U. only After I told my
small 700+ friends from the star-gazers about what were these editors doing. This time again- as
soon as I told you the story about Koch, N.A.B.U. and the Astrolabe, I got answer from the
French professor.

His email ran as follows:
NABU
...
Jean-Marie Durand <jmd1604@gmail.com>
From: ...
Add to Contacts
To: Rumen Kolev <rumen_k_kolev@yahoo.com>
Allow me to remind you that all the work on the publication of NABU relies on me, and me
alone, and I am the one assuring its regular appearance. NABU in a independant publication.
Your behavior is unacceptable. We knew that Dr Koch was ill. You have now received a
message from his son. Because of this new situation, there is no sense in publishing your NOTE
in the next issue of NABU.
jm durand, professor Collège de France.

==========================

Can you believe this ?
“……Because of this new situation, there is no sense in publishing your NOTE in the next issue
of NABU………”

My article-answer to Koch is being rejected because Koch has passed away !
I thought that Koch and me, were doing this for the whole community of scholars
now and for years to come ! For science and research and for the truth !
On what grounds is my answer to Koch rejected when his critique is published !
I remain by my demand:
The N.A.B.U. editor, professor Durand, should publish my answer to the second
Koch article !
If he publishes critiques on my research, he should publish my response too !
Jean‐Marie Durand: jean‐marie.durand@college‐de‐france.fr
[ Co‐Editors: Dominique Charpin: charpin@msh‐paris.fr and
Francis Joannes: francis.joannes@mae.u‐paris10.fr ]

THE PROPHETIC WORDS OF WERNER PAPKE
I still remember the prophetic words of the German scholar Werner Papke (known for his book
‘Die Sterne von Babylon’).
After carefully reading the written variant of the lecture I presented in Melammu VI, Papke
wrote to me:
“….. Congratulation!
It is a break-through, which will surely be contradicted heavily by the
´establishment´, as your revolutionary findings can´t be kept secret. ……….”

Kept secret? Can those who call themselves ‘scholars’ fall and fall and fall to the level of the
reptiles when their call by definition is there‐ high in the sky of the Truth!?
Can they try to hide my research, my findings on the great age of the Astrolabe?
Sure!
It was 2008 when Papke read my research and wrote these words.
I had some ‘experience’ even then !
It was already 3 years since I have made the discovery of the great age of the Astrolabe.
I knew what Papke meant because for these 3 years I tried and tried and tried to publish my
research … And what I got was only rejection after rejection !
[Will these professors‐reviewers (kept in dark by the journals) who wrote the negative reviews‐
will they repeat now in public what they wrote in these reviews ‘in private’?! ….
No!
Because they will become laughing stock for generations ! ]
Now, you understand why Koch Johannes is like a pure angel when he naively starts to publish a
series of articles against the conclusions of my research presented at Melammu VI.
Instead of trying everything possible to hide my research‐ as some wanted to do‐ Koch in a way
publishes me ‐ though in some kind of a freak negative, but still enough to reveal the whole
idea of how to date the Astrolabe ! By the path‐positions of the stars therein.
When I am finishing these words, the printing presses of Max Planck in Berlin, Germany are
printing with full force the Melammu VI volume from Sofia 2008 with the mathematical proof
of the central tenet of the pan‐Babylonian system: The Great Antiquity of the Mesopotamian
Sky Science .
Yours in truth forever: The StoryTeller

